Abstract The increasing availability of digital music has ereated a need for ellective music retrieval methods. In this paper, we present a novel content-based music retrieval method that is robust against pitch errors and tempo variations in the queries, wbieh is especially advantageous for quely-by-humming. The melody of a music item and that of a hummed query are represented by point sequences, and the skeletons of the melody are used to do melody searching and alignment A novel point skipping dynamie programming algorithm is proposed for robust and efficient melody skeleton matching. The melody similarity measure is then computed based on the alignment of the point sequences. Our experiment, including a comparison to our previous methods, has demonstrated the performance of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing availability of digital music content, effective retrieval of such data is becoming very important. Music information retrieval has therefore become an area of active research in the recent years. Several music retrieval techniques for query-by-humming have been proposed, since for most people humming is the easiest way of producing a music query.
The inevitable note articulation error, pitch inaccuracy and tempo variation in the humming, however, pose great challenges for effective music retrieval. Previous string matching approach [1-4] has much limitation for query-byhumming, since it relies on accurate note segmentation, although it is not much affected by tempo variation. A beatbased approach in [SI requires the user to hum by following a metronome, which is rather restrictive. A time series matching approach proposed in [6-81 has shown effectiveness for qneryby-humming in terms of robusmess against note errors, since accurate note segmentation is not needed. However, the timewarping.distance computing used in [6, 7] is time consuming and cannot handle well when there are both pitch error and tempo variation. And [8] requires the tempo variation to be linear.
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In this paper, we present a novel melody representation and matching method, which is both robust against pitch errors and invariant to liner or non-linear tempo variation. The melody of a music item or a query is represented by a point sequence, which is derived f" the pitch contour of the melody. This point sequence is invariant to the time or speed in the original melody contour. Important anchor points in the sequence, called melody skeleton, are used for melody searching and alignment. A specialized dynamic programming algorithm is proposed for robust melody skeleton matching and alignment. The melody similarity measurement of the whole point sequences is then computed based on the precise alignment. We achieve (I) tempo invariance by using the novel melody representation, (2) robustness to pitch error by using melody skeleton matching, and (3) high retrieval accuracy by using melody alignment. Furthermore, the melody skeleton matching can serve as a filter that rejects the large portion of the wrong candidate, which promote the retrieval efiiciency. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 briefly describes melody representation using point sequence derived from melody contour; section 3 describes a specialized dynamic programming method for melody skeleton search and a melody similarity metric; section 4 discusses experimental results and the last section presents the conclusions.
II. MELODY REPRESENTATION
Proper melody representation is very important for melody based music retrieval. It forms the basis for melody similarity measure and the search procedure.
Melody contour or pitch contour used in [6, 7] , which is a time series of pitch values, represents melody content without using explicit music notes. We proposed a greedy algorithm [9] to approximate the melody contour using a sequence of line segment (Fig.l.(a) ). The algorithm guarantees that approximation error is within a certain range, for instance, less than half semitone. The line segment sequence is a more compact melody representation than the time series melody contour. Furthermore, we map the line segment sequence into a sequence of data points ( Fig.l.(b) ), where each line segment is mapped to a point (x,,~,). The vertical coordinate y8 is the pitch value, which is the same as the pitch value of the corresponding line segment. The horizontal coordinate x, is 0-7803-7724-9/03/$17.00 0 2003 IEEE the so-called value run, which is derived using following equation:
x,=x,_,+(y,-y,_,l,wherex,=O (1) We call the points that are local maximum and minimum in pitch values the extreme points, and the other points the non-extreme points. It can be easily proved that non-extreme points, such as point B in Fig.1 , reside on the straight lines that connecting the extreme points, such as A and C, as shown in Fig.l(c) . As a result, pitch value inaccuracy of the nonextreme points do not affect the structure established by the extreme points (local maximudminimum). We call the extreme points in the sequence the melody skeleton.
Our melody retrieval method is based on the point sequence representation. The point sequence for a hummed query is matched with the point sequences in the database, and the most similar melody is returned as retrieval result. This melody representation has the property of tempo invariance, since the time information is eliminated. And the melody skeleton structure is robust to pitch errors in the query. Due to space constraint, readers please refer to [9] for the details of this melody representation. 
m. MELODY MATCHING
Our melody matching method has 2 steps: (I) melody localization and alignment using melody skeleton; (2) melody similarity measurement based on the alignment.
Melody Skeleton Matching
The melody skeleton matching serves two roles: (1) locates only the likely candidates who have a skeleton similar to that of the query melody; (2) provides a proper alignment between the query data sequence and the candidate data subsequence.
In melody skeleton matching, only the extreme points are utilized, and it is assumed that for a valid matching the maximum point matches only maximum point and minimum point only matches minimum point. The assumption is based on the robustness and invariance property of the melody skeleton. However, to accommodate errors in melody skeleton, we allow some points to be skipped, i.e. not matched to any points. Note that, under the above assumption, points are skipped in pairs (2,4, . ..).
We propose a specialized dynamic programming algorithm for melody skeleton matching. A query data sequence is In this dynamic programming formulation, there are two issues of concern: (1) computing the distance value in a cell; (2) tracing the path of an alignment that has the minimum distance.
In our method, we use accumulated distance for each cell (ij), which means DiJ equals a local distance added by the distance value Dly of a "previous" cell (x,y). Depending on the possible cases of point skipping, the possible "previous" cells of (ij) are illustrated in Fig.3 . where i>3 or i>5 or j73 or j>S are required for the respective case to be considered.
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P(i,-G,-l) is the
penalty imposed for point skipping, in which P,$,k) is the penalty for skipping points in query, and Pr is the penalty for skipping points in target. The penalty is based on the sum of the value differences of the pairs of points that are skipped. The local minimum of D,,,(x) is selected, because the best alignment should always have a smaller distance than the alignment at adjacent positions. D b is a threshold, which is to ensure that the aligned target subsequence is close enough to the query sequence. In our algorithm, we use DLhm, = m-I, which means 1 semitone error tolerance is given to every (excepting the first) extreme point in the query. The selected target subsequences are the likely candidates, on which an is a weight for the penalties, which takes a value of 1 in our algorithm.
The previous cell, which gives (ij) the minimum distance value, is chosen and recorded using a path table, which stores the pointers to (or the index of) the respective chosen previous cells.
accurate final melody similarity will be computed.
This melody skeleton matching method requires the first extreme point in the query data to be reliable. The experiments show that extreme p0int.q are robust against variations in the humming, and are reliable for the alignment. T, , it even more reliable, an extreme point that has the largest value differences with its predecessor and successor extreme points can be used.
The border cells are initialized as:
Melody Similarity Measure
The melody similarity measure is based on the final point alignment, which consists of two steps: (1) aligning all the data points of the two sequences, including the non-extreme points; (2) computing the similarity of the two sequences.
Since the alignment of the extreme points of the two sequences is already done, we only need to align the nonextreme points and skipped extreme points (empty point in Fig.4 .) between two not skipped extreme points (solid point in Fig.4 .) in a sequence with the corresponding points in the other sequence. This can be easily done using traditional dynamic programming algorithm. IV. E X P E "~ In our experiments we choose 10 tunes including English and Chinese songs as the query melodies. 5 human subjects including 3 males and 2 females hummed each of the tune four times, once in a normal tempo, once in a faster tempo, once in a slower tempo, and once in combination of faster & slower tempo. So there are totally 200 hummed queries. The hummed part is at the beginning of the query melodies, however we search anywhere in the middle of all the target melodies in the database. We use 2000 MIDI files in our database.
Robustness of the melody skeleton against (linear and nonlinear) tempo and pitch variations is the main feature of our method. Fig.6 shows 6 hummed queries of the tune "Happy Birthday To You" using different tempos by different subjects. Fig.6(d) shows the query hummed in normal speed. Fig.6(a) shows a faster tempo. Fig.b(e) and ( f j shows slower tempos. Fig.6(b) and (c) shows inconsistent tempos.
Each subfigure in Fig.6 shows the original query time series, line segments approximation and the value-run domain data points. It can be seen that the melody skeleton structure formed by extreme points is very robust, as it is almost identical for all the 6 queries. 
Melody Skeleton Matching
To evaluation the performance of melody skeleton matching, we examine the correct hit rate and candidate elimination rate. The correct hit rate is the number of queries that have matches with the correct target divided by the total number of queries. The candidate elimination rate is average number of eliminated candidates divided by the total number of possible candidates. 94.5% (correct hit rate) of the queries can match with the correct target melodies. And on an average, 5130 candidates are returned for each query. So the candidate elimination rate is 1-5130/92802=94.47%.
Melody Retrieval
For the performance of melody retrieval, we conducted two types of evaluation: one for matching anywhere in the middle of songs and one for matching only at the beginning of songs.
It has achieved 43% for top 1,64% for top 2, 76% for top 5,80% for top 10, and 88% for top 20.
The average time for each query is about 4 seconds for the anywhere matching, which is faster than [9] which takes 7.6 seconds for only matching the beginning of 2000 songs.
To examine the retrieval performance of matching the beginning of songs, we simply discard the retrieved entries that are not at the beginning of the tnne. The retrieval rate is higher than that for matching in the middle of songs. It has achieved 55% for top 1, 71% for top 2 V. CONCLUSION We have presented a method for content-based music retrieval which uses a novel tempo invariant melody representation. The representation is obtained by converting melody contour (in form of line segments) to a sequence of points. The extreme points in the sequence are called melody skeleton. There are two steps in doing melody matching. The first step is a matching based on melody skeleton, which filters out unlikely candidates and aligns 2 melody skeletons properly. A point skipping dynamic programming matching algorithm is proposed for melody skeleton matching. The second step is the matching of the whole point sequence, which is based on the alignment achieved in the first step. The final melody similarity is computed based on the pitch distance between the corresponding matched points.
The advantages of the method are: 1) it is tempo invariant;
2) it is robust by using the melody skeleton representation and matching; 3) it is efficient since melody skeleton matching can filter out large proportion of the candidates; 4) it is effective since the skeleton alignment improves the final similarity measurement. Our experiment for query-by-bumming has demonstrated the performance of the method.
